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INTRODUCTION

The problem of fire protection in the vast areas of

virgin and second-growth forests in the United States is

one that we will always be concerned with. This problem

becomes increasingly more important as more and more logging

occurs and more fuel in the form of slash is added to the

hazard. Hazard on cut-over areas may be removed by con

trolled burning or other treatment of slash, but this af

fects only limited areas. To meet this problem, the

forester has utilized specialized equipment and develop

ed new technicues in fire control through intensive studies

and experimentation. In spite of the many recent develop

ments, forest fires of vast acreage still occur and destroy

millions of dollars worth of timber and associated products

such as game, recreation facilities, and gra?ing areas.

Protection plans are based upon knowledge of the possibilities

of fires starting on certain days under specified con

ditions of weather and fuel and the probable behavior of

the fire under these same conditions, it is at this point

where fire weather forecasts are of aid in indicating the

approach of dangerous burning conditions, sufficient warn

ing of these expected conditions would enable the fire sup

pression expert to secure additional men and equipment in

ample time to control the conflagration.



PURPOSE

The purpose of this work is that through a study

of the basic principles of Meteorology, how prognostications

of weather are derived and to delineate how and when

forecasts for fire weather are issued bv the Fire Weather

Forecasting Department of the United States Weather Bureau

for Oregon.
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Composition of the atmosphere

Air is not a substance of definite chemical com

position, but is a mechanical mixture of several gases

and vapors, with minute drops of water, ice crystals, and

dust particles floating about in it. The proportions in

which the different gases are found seem to be remarkably

nearly constant the world over. The only substance which

varies in amount enough to attract attention is water

vapor, which may be present in anv quantity from the

merest trace up to four per cent (by volume) of the air.

The variations in the amount of water vapor in the air

will immediately be recognized even by the most casual

observer as having a great deal to do with the weather.

In fact, water vapor is a constituent of special importance

in meteorology. The others are usually lumped together

as "dry air". Dry air consists of about seventy-eight

per cent of nitrogen, twenty-one per cent of oxygen, and

one per cent of argon, by volume. These constituents are

the most important, but there are also present small

amounts of carbon dioxide (0.0? per cent), hydrogen, helium,

neon, krypton, and xenon (less than 0.01 per cent for all

four). These proportions do not vary appreciably all over

the earth's surface, as was mentioned above, but they do

change markedly with altitude. All the processes we call

weather take place in the loxver six or seven miles of the

atmosphere. In this layer the composition of the air does

not change, as the air is sub.iect to a continual mixing

by the winds and by rising and falling currents.
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Dust particles in the atmosphere consists of all con-r

ceivable kinds of matter, caught up and distributed by the

wind. Most of them are of a size too small to be seen.

They are usually detected and counted by making use of the

fact that water vapor will not condense unless some particles

are present to act as nuclei for the drops, (7)

Pressure of the atmosphere.

Air has weight and therefore exerts a pressure. In

the United States this is usually measured in inches or

millibars. In inches the atmosphere exerts a pressure at

sea level of fourteen and seven-tenths pounds per scuare

inch.

The millibar is the most common unit of measurement

found on the synoptic weather charts. It is one thousandth

of a bar and a bar is defined as being erual to one million

dynes per square centimeter. The normal atmospheric pressure

at sea level in millibars is one thousand and thirteen.

There are several ways of measuring this pressure

the most common being the mercurial barometer, it is also

the most accurate and is taken as the standard. Other in

struments used are the aneroid barometer and the barograph.

General atmospheric circulation.

The winds of the earth blow in directions determined

by the differences in pressure in different parts of the

world, this is also closely linked with the temperature

distribution. There are three belts, or zones, of low

pressure; one at the eouator and one encircling each pole.

Separating these are the belts of his-h pressure; one be-
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tween twenty degrees and forty decrees north, roughly, and

one between twenty degrees and thirty-five degrees south. (7)

A low pressure area develops when a part of the sur

face of the earth becomes warmer than the surrounding region.

This heated air increases in volume and expands vertical^,

aloft this air flows outward on all sides. As a result of

this the amount of air over the heated surface is decreased

and has less pressure.

A high pressure area develops from the overflow aloft

from low pressure areas or from the cooling of a part of

the surface of the earth. As cool air contracts, the air

from aloft flows downward to the surface of the earth, in

creasing the total mass of air above the cold surface; and

the pressure thereby becomes greater. (1)

Pressure gradient.

The propelling force in the movement of air is the

pressure gradient, or the amount of change in pressure per

unit of horizontal distance. Air tends to flow from a high

pressure area towards a low pressure area, therefore the

steeper the pressure gradient, the greater will be the

velocity. In other words the closer the isobars (lines of

ecual pressure) the greater will be the force of the wind.

Deflection due to earth's rotation.

There are other forces acting on the air besides the

pressure gradient once it is set in motion which force the

air to change its course across the isobars. One of these

is the deflective force of the earth's rotation which in the

Northern Hemisphere pulls air around toward the risht from
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the course that it would tend to follow as a result of the

pressure gradient. This deflection is toward the left in

the Southern Hemisphere.

Deflection due to centrifugal force.

This deflection depends on the velocity of the wind

and the radius of the curvature of the isobars. The greater

the velocity, the greater will be the centrifugal force;

the greater the radius the less the centrifugal force. This

centrifugal force outward from the center of rotation causes

the air to cross the isobars (centrifugal force is the

action that drives a revolving body from the center to the

circumference). (1)

Friction.

Slowing up of the wind by friction is greatest in

mountain regions and least over water surfaces. Friction

retards the velocitv of the wind up to about two thousand

feet where it becomes about negligible. This is the reason

why most of the winds aloft are of such great velocity, (l)

Water vapor.

Water vapor is a very important constituent of the

air. It is what falls as precipitation. The atmosphere

receives its water content by evaporation (process of con

verting a liquid into a vapor or gas) from the oceans and

all other water bodies. The condensation (gas into a

liquid or solid) of this vapor takes form as precipitation.

Water vapor has less weight than dry air therefore, moist

air is lighter. With increasing temperature the capacity

of air for holding moisture becomes greater. Air is
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saturated when it contains all the water vapor that it can

hold at the existing temperature and pressure. Relative

humidity is the ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air

to the amount that would be there if saturated at a given

temperature and it is expressed in per cent. This term is

important in fire protection as it measures burning con

ditions in the forest, a low humidity (25$) becoming very

dangerous. (1)

Clouds.

Clouds, like fogs, are the result of the condensation

of water vapor in the atmosphere. They consist of minute

water particles, or ice crystals when temperatures are far

enough below freezing, (l)

Clouds are classified according to a system origi

nated in 1804 by Luke Howard, an Englishman. His classi

fication depended chiefly on the form or appearance of the

cloud, but since it has been found that the form is closely

related to the method of formation, the classification is

a good one from that point of view also. Howard divided

clouds into four classes: cirrus (curlv), cumulus (pi.led-

up), stratus (flat) and nimbus (the storm cloud). In

1905, in order to avoid discrepancies as far as possible,

an international System of uloud Classification was

adopted, v/hich recognized several subvarieties—combinations

or modifications of these four main types, in 1929 the

International Meteorological Organization adopted a mod

ification of this system. In this S^rstem there are four

families and ten genera of clouds which are as follows:
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Cirrus—Detached clouds of delicate and fibrous

appearance, without shading, generally white in color, often

of a silky appearance. Cirrus appears in the most varied

forms, such as isolated tufts, lines, and branching plumes.

They are often arranged in bands extending across the sky.

Sailors call them "mares' tails". These are the highest

and thinnest of all clouds, and are found near the top of

the troposphere. Cirrus clouds are transparent and com

posed of ice crystals. Their elevation varies greatly

from the average of about 30,000 feet in temperate lati

tudes to higher levels in the tropics. Cyclones or low

pressure areas are iisually preceded by cirrus bands which

sometimes are the first warnings of an approaching hurri

cane. (1) (7)

Cirrocumulus—A cirriform layer or patch composed

of small white flakes or of very small globular masses,

usually without shadows, whioh are arranged in groups or

lines, or more often in ripples resembling those of the

sand on the seashore. Cirrocumulus and small altocumulus

are often arranged in groups of lines suggesting the

markings on the backs of mackerel. This is the well

known mackerel sky. From their form and arrangement,

and the fact that there about eoual amounts of cloud and

clear space, it appears that they are formed by local

vertical currents, rising to form clouds, and descending

in the clear spaces. Cirrocumulus clouds average about

22,000 feet in height. (7)
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cirrostratus—A thin whitish veil which does not

blur the outlines of the sun or moon, but usually gives

rise to halos. It is a thickening form of cirrus, usually

observed in advance of a cyclonic storm.. This cloud like

the other cirrus types is composed of ice crystals and

is found at the same levels. (1) (7)

Altocumulus—A layer (or patches) composed of rather

flattened globular masses, the smallest elements of the

regularly arranged layer being fairly small and thin, with

or without shading. These elements are arranged in groups,

lines, or waves, following one or two directions, and are

sometimes so close together that their edges touch. Alto

cumulus is formed by the same kind of process as cirro-

cumulus. The average elevation is about 12,000 feet,

but is often found at 7,000 or 8,000 feet. (7)

Altostratus—A fibrous veil, more or less gray or

bluish in color. This cloud is like thick cirrostratus

but without halo phenomena; the sun or moon shows vaguely,

with a faint gleam, as though through ground ^lass. The

sheet may vary from thin to verv thick and dark. Like all

the flat cloud types, it is formed in the rising air in

the warm front of a cyclone. Its' average height is about

12,000 feet. (l) (7)

Stratocumulus—A layer (or patches) composed of

laminae globular masses, or rolls; the smallest of the

regularly arranged elements are fairly large; they are

soft and gray, with darker parts. These elements are

arranged in groups, lines, or waves, aligned in one or
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two directions, verv often the rolls are so close that their

edges .ioin; when they cover the whole sky they have a wavy

appearance. They have the same flat bases and rounded

summits as cumuli but are more elongated and not as thick

through. From this, it is supposed that like the cumuli,

they are formed by condensation in vertically rising air.

The difference is probably due to the spreading out of the

rising air under a layer of air whose temperature and

direction of motion differ from the air iust below. Such

phenomena are common in the rising smoke. When smoke,

rising vertically, meets an air layer where there is an

abrupt change in the properties of the air, it spreads out

in a long roll. A similar effect would account for the

formation of the stratocumulus. (7)

Stratus—A low uniform la7/er of cloud, resembling

fog, but not resting on the ground. When this layer is

broken up into irregular shreds it is designated fracto-

stratus. stratus clouds are formed most frequently by

a sheet of comparatively warm and humid air flowing over

a wedge shaped layer of cold air. They are common to the

outside region of a cyclone or in an anticyclone and are

often associated with fine weather as at night when they

change to a morning fog or are the transition form from

night fog to clear skies during the dav. (1) (7)

Nimb ostratus—A low, amorphous, and rainy layer, of

a dark gray color, usually nearly uniform; feebly illumi

nated, seemingly from inside. When it gives precipitation,

it is in the form of continous rain or snow. It is formed
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by the same process as the stratus cloud, but with a greater

rate of condensation. It is, therefore, more common in

winter than in summer. (7)

Cumulus—Dense clouds formed from vertical develop

ment; the upper surface is dome shaped and exhibits rounded

protuberances, while the base is nearly horizontal. These

are our most common clouds in the summer time, and are

easily recognized by their flat horizontal bases and domed

and turreted tops. They are also known as "woolpack clouds".

The bases of these clouds average about 5,000 feet in

altitude, and tops from 5,500 feet to 10,000 feet.

uumulus clouds are due to condensation in a verti

cally rising column of air, which is in turn due to local

heating by the sun. (7)

Cumulonimbus—Heavy masses of cloud, with great

vertical development, whose cumuliform summits rise in

the form of mountains or towers, the upper parts having

a fibrous texture and often spreading out in the shape of

an anvil.

Cumulonimbus clouds generally produce showers of

rain or snow sometimes hail and often thunderstorms. This

cloud is the result of rapid and continued growth of a

cumulus. This is the kind of a cloud from which we get

most of our summer showers and all thundershowers. It is

very rare in winter, but quite common in summer. These

clouds may tower as high as six miles, in horizontal ex

tent, the cumulonimbus cloud may cover an area of three

or four hundred square miles. (l)
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Precipitation.

The term precipitation designates all deposits of

moisture from the atmosphere on the surface of the earth,

precipitation is the result of the condensation (changing

of a vapor or gas to a liruid) of water vapor in the atmos

phere, and condensation occurs whenever the atmosphere is

cooled to its dew-point or saturation temperature. (l)

For) or cloud—This consists of small droplets v/hich

form on particles of matter in the air. when these drop

lets increase in size until they become too large for the

air to support, they fall to the ground as some heavier

form of precipitation.

Snow—This type of precipitation occurs as a result

of sublimation (process of changing water vapor dlreetly

into ice) v/hich takes place at temperatures below freezing

and consists of small ice crystals which are frozen to

gether in the form of flakes.

Rain—This consists of any drops of water of

appreciable size falling from clouds. Forms of rain are

mist, drizzle and sprinkling.

Hail—Hail consists of hard pellets of ice and

occurs only during thunderstorms, it is caused in a turb

ulent condition where a water droplet is carried to freez

ing levels by vertical air currents where further con

densation increases its size. When this current can no

longer support it, it again falls to a warmer level where

it takes on more moisture and is asrain lifted to the

freezing le^el of the atmosphere if the vertical currents
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are strong enough.

Sleet—Sleet is made up of clear ice pellets formed

by the freezing of raindrops in a cold layer of air near

the ground.

trlaze—Glaze is a layer of smooth clear ice which

forms on all ob.iects exposed to subcooled rain when the

air temperature is below the freezing point. (1)

Dew—Dew is the water deposited on ob.iects that have

been cooled sufficiently to cause condensation of the

moisture in the air in immediate contact with them, Dew

is usually formed on calm clear nights as a result of the

loss of heat by radiation.

Frost—A light feathery deposit of ice on obiects

that have been cooled to a temperature belovr freezing and

results from sublimation. (l)

Causes of precipitation.

As has already been explained precipitation occurs

only from the cooling of air to below its dew-point, or

temperature of saturation. The lifting processes to pro

duce cooling may be divided into three general classes:

1. Convectional.

2. Orographic.

3. Cyclonic.

Convectional process—Air that has been heated will

tend to rise vertically, oonvection cannot develop when

strong winds are blowing, for the most important factor

contributing to its development is relatively calm air.

As this rising v/arm air is cooled cumulus clouds will besin
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to form. If the cooling persists long enough, showers will

be the result.

Orographic process—Air may be forced over a mountain

barrier by strong winds. When this happens the air is

forced to ascend and is therefore cooled. Clouds are form

ed as a result of this on the ^indward side and heavy rain

fall results if the air was originally moist such as that

which passes over Oregon, coming in from the Pacific Ocean.

Cyclonic process—This type occurs with the passage

of a low pressure area or cyclones. In the front half of

a cyclone, where relatively v/arm and moist air ascends in

an extensive sloping surface over cold air, there is

usually a large area of continuous rainfall. In the rear

half of a cyclone, where cold air undercuts warm moist

air, there is usually a narrow belt of squalls with heavy

rains v/hich are due to the greater instability or stronger

currents of rising air in that sector. Long continued

periods of precipitation are generally associated with low

pressure areas or cyclones. (1)

Thunderstorms.

A thunderstorm is caused by strong rising air currents

and is attended by lightning and thunder. Clouds become

electrified in the breaking up of large raindrops by the

violent upward currents, the raindrops becoming charged

oppositely from the air or the earth. Lightning heats the

air, which expands suddenly and makes the sound called

thunder in the same way that air compression waves are pro

duced by firing a cannon. Thunderstorms can be caused by
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any of the three aforementioned causes of precipitation

namely convectional, orographic and cvclonic.

Cumulonimbus clouds, or cumulus with thunderheads,

gusty winds, temporary cooling of the air, heavy showers

or hail, rain and clearing skies with a return to normal

weather conditions are characteristics of a passing thunder

storm. Area covered by a thunderstorm varies considerably,

but usually averages about 60 miles long and 20 miles wide.

The approach of a thunderstorm is indicated by

thunderheads v/hich usually appear in the west and bv a

slight breeze which blows toward that direction. Immediately

before the storm, the air becomes calm, and then follow

violent outrushing sruall winds from the s-uall cloud on

the dark lower section of the cumulonimbus clouds. Rain

or rain and hail then fall in heavy showers. During this

period the electrical phenomena are most active, and the

lightning and thunder are most pronounced. After a while

the rain becomes light with smaller drops or ceases en

tirely. The skies then clear and v/eather returns to normal

with winds from the west or northwest. (1)

Migratory cyclones and anti-cyclones.

The cyclone spnsists of a mass of air several hun

dred miles in diameter whirling about a center where the

pressure is low, and the anti-cvclone is a mass of some

what greater diameter whirling about a center where the

pressure is high. In weather association, the low usually

brings wet or cloudy weather and the high dry, clear

weather. These two types of disturbances travel, or
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migrate over certain or more or less definite routes.

Many of the cyclones which cross the United States apparently

originate in the Aleutian Low which is centered over the

Aleutian chain of islands.

The travelling anticyclones are found in about the

same territory as the oyclones, and usually alternate with

the latter. tfoth follow the same general path, but the

anticyclones are greater in dimension than the cyclones,

so that in the northern United States we are under the in

fluence of anticyclones about sixty per cent of the time.

Fronts.

When two air masses of different origin and differing

in temperature and humidity come together the surface of

separation between them is known as a front. Where you

have v/arm air overrunning cold air or a cold air mass is

succeeded by a warmer one the surface of separation is

called a v/arm. front. This situation occurs in the forward

part of a low.

In a situation where you have cold air nnderrunning

warm air we have a cold front. This phenomena occurs at the

rear of the cyclone. This lifting of the v/arm air is more

vigorous than in the v/arm front, clouds are of the cumulus

type rather than the flat stratus type found in a warm front.

When a cold front catches up with a warm front ahead of it,

the warm air mass between the tv/o is lifted entirely clear

of the ground, this situation forms what is called an

occluded front. (7)
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Weather maps and forecasting.

Forecasts are made from surface weather charts, which

are entered v/ith data supplied by a network of observatories.

These stations send in simultaneous readings of barometric

pressure reduced to sea level, temperature, dew point,

wind direction, weather, cloud coverage, force of wind,

barometric tendency, clouds and other miscellaneous phenomena.

-hen this data has been entered the map analyzer draws in

the isobars and locates the highs and lows and then the

fronts are located. When this has been completed the next

step is in anticipating the changes that will occur with

in the storm disturbances, in estimating the expanse of

territory that will be covered, and the time that given

points will be reached by weather and temperature changes,

and thereby determining the weather «nd temperature con

ditions that may be reasonably expected in each locality

during the ensuing 36 to 48 hours. (9) (13)
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Order of arrangement of items in a ire Weather Forecasts.

Prediction of the various items covered in fire

v/eather forecasts will be given in the following order:

(a) Weather.
(
(b) Temperature.

(c) Relative humidity.

(d) Wind direction and velocity,

supplementary information when required.

(e) Visibility.

(f) Danger statements, if any.

(g) Special advice (fuel moisture, cautionary
remarks or miscellaneous).

Their arrangement with respect to successive periods,

however, is left to the discretion of the forecaster.

If some item is not mentioned specifically in the forecast,

no material change from existing conditions is implied. (10)

Types of forecasts and periods covered.

The following types are authorized:

General outlooks—uovering expected conditions

for 3 to 5 days in advance.

Bally forecasts—Covering expected conditions

for the first 12 hours in detail and for

succeeding 12 hour periods, not in excess

of a total of 4R hours, in lesser detail,

special localized forecasts—issued for short

periods (3 to 12 hours) in as much detail

as circumstances warrant. They are issued

when emergency conditions arise, or when

required.
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Forecast service and distribution in Oregon.

In Oregon the '• eather Bureau at Portland has a

i?ire Weather Forecaster continually ayailable throughout

the fire weather season.

iv.orning fire weather forecasts of a generalized

nature for the state are issued from the '''eather bureau

office at Portland Airport for local distribution to in

terested agencies, it is also given general distribution

over the state by telegraph and telephone if conditions

v/arrant or there has been any appreciable changes since

the previous evenings broadcast.

The morning forecast is broadcast daily over

jsUBDY (3397.5 kc) at 8:40 am. This is primarily for the

state Foresters Office at Salem, Oregon and State Pro

tective Units.

Evening forecasts in detail are broadcast direct

from the Weather Bureau Office at Portland Airport over

JiBDY (3397.5 kc) daily at 8:00pm. After this broadcast

JM5DI will stand by for calls from any stations in Oregon

desiring additional information. Broadcasting of the

forecasts usually begins about May 15th and ends October

30th, however, the exact dates may vary v/ith the reason.

These broadcasts are rebroadcast immediately bv

K.GHQ, on 2236 kc from the State Foresters Office in Salem,

Oregon.

Special forecasts for Going Fires at anv point in

Oregon will also be furnished upon re-uest. In this re-

cuest information concerning the location, general situation,
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aspect of slope, topography and timber type should be

included. (12)

Mobile Forecast Unit.

This unit is for use on Going Forest Fires in Oregon

to provide maximum practical localized forecast service.

This unit may be obtained upon request. In case of more

than one Going Fire requiring the service of the unit,

Weather Bureau Officials will consult with the interested

parties to determine which fire the unit should proceed to.

uost of operating the Mobile Forecast Unit win he

paid for by the United States Weather Bureau.

This unit will furnish detailed forecasts twice

daily at fires as desired by the Fire Chief or Fire V/arden

at the fire. In some locations and when conditions

warrant, a noon map can be prepared. It is re-uested

that the protective organization being served by the unit

on a fire cooperate in securing the necessary v/eather

observations in the vicinity of the fire. (12)
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Forecast Service.

Following is a list of the number of regular and

special forecasts issued bv the United States 'eather Bureau

in Portland, Oregon during the 1945 fire season, whleh was

between oune 1st through October 30th.

Regular.

general weather forecast at 8:40 am each day. 147

Detailed forecast for 15 different forested

areas at 8:00pm each day. 146

special.

Going fires. 258

Hazard reduction burns. 124

Lightning. 105

Increasing hazard. 64

Western Defense Command. 172

Miscellaneous. 12

Over 443 telephone re-uests were received for fire

v/eather information and forecasts during the season, a

total of 210 telegrams v/ere sent covering special forecasts

and requests. (14)
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SUMMARY

The history of Meteorology has many features in

common with the history of other sciences. Usually a new

science commences with a few more or less accidental ob

servations of certain phenomena. This usually results in

an organized program of observations, more or less along

statistical lines. When the theorist tries to extract from

the laws of nature that govern the phenomena, this marks

the transition from the descriptive to the exact state.

Meteorology is now in the transition state and it may be

a long time before a complete exactitude is reached.

Fundamentally, Meteorology is physics, mathematics,

mechanics and chemistry applied to the atmosphere. De

velopment in Meteorology has depended on the development

in these sciences. Only after the discovery of such in

struments as the barometer and the thermometer could real

progress be made. Since Meteorology must operate on vast

areas, the invention of the telegraph, radio and teletype

helped in development.

During the last 25 vears raanyof the now leading

theories came into existence. Observation technique has

advanced with the invention of the airplane meteorograph

and the radiometeorograph to obtain observations from the

free atmosphere v/hich has greatly increased the accuracy

of v/eather forecasting, with our present methods, v/eather

phenomena may be forecast v/ith reasonable accuracy for 24

to 36 hours in advance.
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Next to the people who are careless with matches

and who succeed in burning up our forests, weather is the

chief contributor to o\ir amazing forest fire record. The

United States Forest Service recognized early In its '"•'story

that this was the situation and, further, that specialized

forecasts for the immediate fire area and fire danger areas

v/ere among the forester's most important weapons in fight

ing going fires or preparing for forecasted fire danger.

The results of this service has proved very valuable and

as more progress is made in development of new ideas and

methods in forecasting this service will continue to grow

in importance.
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U. S. Department of Commerce
Weather Bureau

Airport Station Portland, Oregon,
Fire Weather Monday evening,

August 6, 1945

Jj-IRE '"EATHER FORECASTS FOR THE FORESTED REGIONS OF OREGON-

Siuslaw Area- Broken clouds to overcast Tuesday and rTednesday;
fev/ thunderstorms south portion tonight; drizzle west slope
of uoast range Tuesday morning; slightly cooler interior
north portion Tuesday; gentle southeast, to southwest winds.

iMorthwest uounties- .Broken clouds to overcast Tuesday and
Wednesday; occasional drizzle or few light showers tonight
and Tuesday; slightly cooler interior with high humidity;
gentle southeast to southwest winds.

Willamette Valley- Broken clouds to overcast Tuesday, be
coming scattered clouds 'ednesday; few thunderstorms tonight
south portion and occasional sprinkles or light showers
north portion; cooler with high humidity Tuesday;
changeable v/inds mostly gentle southwest to west.

Mt. Hood Area- Scattered to broken clouds Tuesday and
Wednesday; few thunderstorms tonight; cooler with higher
humidity Tuesday; gentle to moderate south to southv/est
v/inds, moderate to fresh westerly in uolumbia u-orge.

cascade, Umpqua, Siskiyou and Rogue Areas- Scattered to
broken clouds Tuesday and ?rednesday; occasional thunder
storms tonight and fev/ thunderstorms Tuesday; slightly
cooler v/ith higher humidity; changeable winds, mostly gentle
southeast to southwest.

ii.lamath-i?remont and jueschutes Areas- Scattered to broken
clouds Tuesday and Wednesday; few isolated thunderstorms
tonight and scattered thunderstorms Tuesday; slightly
cooler Tuesday with higher humidity; changeable winds,
gentle southeast and southwest over higher ranges,

Ochoco, Malheur, Whitman and Wallows Areas- Broken clouds
to overcast Tuesday and Wednesday; few isolated thunderstorm.?
tonight, increasing Tuesday and continuing ednesday;
slightly cooler with rising humidity; changeable winds; gentle
to moderate southeast becoming southv/est over higher ranges.

(Sample copy of evening forecast each evening over &BDY
during fire season this is broadcast at 8;00pm.
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U. S. Department of uommerce
Weather Bureau

Airport station Portland, Oregon,
j?ire Weather Friday moraine,

Aug. 31. 1945

FIRE WEATHER FORECAST FOR OREGON-

Clear or scattered cloudiness today and Saturday except for
low clouds and fog alone coast and over extreme northwest
Oregon this morning; warmer with lower humidity; gentle
to occasionally moderate north and northeast wind; in
creasing fire danger.

(Sample morning forecast broadcast each morning during
fire season from kBDY at 8:40 am.)

Tillamook Fire Area- Clear or scattered cloudiness todav
and Saturday except low clouds and fog near the coast this
morning; warmer with lower humidity; lowest humidity east
side of fire area 20 to 25 per cent, 25 to 35 per cent near
summit and 35 to 45 per cent on extreme west side of fire
area; gentle to moderate north and northeast wind; in
creasing fire danger.

Polk County Pire Area- Clear or scattered cloudiness today,
Saturday and Sunday; warmer with lower humidity; lowest
humidity 25 to 55 per cent; north and northeast wind with
velocity 5 to 10 miles in sheltered valleys and 10 to 20
over ridges; increasing fire danger.

Minto Pass Fire Area- Clear or scattered cloudiness todav,
Saturday and Sunday; warmer with slightly lo^er humidity;
light to gentle variable winds this moraine becoming north
and northeast later today and tonight and increasing to
15 to 20 miles over exposed places: lowest humidity near
25 per cent.

(This data transmitted to fire either bv r>hone or telegraph
when Mobile Unit not on duty at fire.)
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Figure!!: Typical cross section of a thunderstorm..
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Figure 2— Idealized model of the pressure

distribution and the prevailing winds at

the surface of a uniform, earth.
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